SAT Games Meeting
29 November 2023, 09.30-11.00 in 3A07 / Teams

PARTICIPANTS

- Paolo Burelli
- Hanna Wirman
- Hajo Backe
- Rune Kristian Lundedal Nielsen
- Eva Hauerslev
- Clovis András Victor Lebret
- Joanna Rauhut
- Trine Møller

AGENDA

1. Approval of agenda

Approved.

2. Information

HoSP & EVA

- Update from Game Lab
  - Funding spent and new games and console have been added.
  - Issues with installing software. Solution from IT Department is to make somebody
    the admin for 30 minutes – it is faulty and not reliable, so it does not work better.
    Some computers work better than others and we do not know why. Other labs have
    own computers – a consideration? Maybe add one of two of our own? Not this year
    though.
  - There will be TA for next year
- Winter Games
  - Pawel has offered to help with arranging it.
  - Promotion will start soon
- Update on Study Lab
  - A lot of activity. It seems to be running smoothly.
- Same TA’s for the next semester

Study Board

Study Board
• Next meeting today
• Nothing to mention from the last meeting

Events

• Miguel will ask students to join a game lab in Spain. There will be a selection process by Miguel, Rune and Hanna. 4-6 students going. There will be a small amount of funding, will not cover everything.
• Will there be another NASG game jam? Yes, in Skövde in June.
• Hanna arranged a trip to the exhibition DKGame (The Royal Library) and Hanna was the only one there. Everybody should really go. Student price is 30 DKK.
• Student run event – celebrating the new release of Low Score next Friday. Everybody is invited!

Students

• This thing about students not showing up to the Town Hall. Joanna asked students, and many just do not read their emails, and others were not sure what it was and what it is about. Clearer communication about what it is next time.
  o Hanna hosts a consultation hour (two hours – 10-12) in 3D07 on Friday 01.12.23.
  o How is class attendance? Hanna and Clovis believes that almost everybody shows up.
• How does it work with Miguel as a supervisor when he is going on sabbatical in the summer?
  o Ask Miguel. He might do supervision online but better ask him again.

Study Career and Guidance

• Trine is planning on doing Career Workshops again. 3-4 workshops. We would like input from students and faculty regarding the topics. Classic topics – CV & Portfolio, Rhetoric in cover letter, Networking, Alumni visit and Career paths. Any concrete wishes, reach out to Trine. Plan should be ready mid-January.
• Will Thesis Talks happen again? Students have gotten jobs from that so very much appreciated event.

3. Student organisations intro

Student organisations can be a lot of different things. The organisations should be available for all students at ITU, even though it is still founded by a single programme. You can apply for a budget from the Student Council and then you have a budget for the semester. Many students are active in organisations. There is an introduction to all student organisations in the intro days.

There is a "treasure hunt" in the intro days where new students will meet some of the student organisations, usually the bigger organisations. The complete overview of all student organizations is on the Student Council website: https://studentcouncil.dk/organisations. The website should be highlighted to new students so they learn about all organisations, not only the big ones.

4. AOB

New SAT members ready soon. Contested election has been completed this week.